Fluorescent ballast replacement wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of fluorescent ballast wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined standard pictorial representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of
the circuit as streamlined forms, and the power and also signal links in between the gadgets. A
wiring diagram typically provides info about the loved one placement and setup of tools and
terminals on the devices, to help in structure or servicing the tool. A photographic layout would
certainly reveal more information of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more
symbolic notation to highlight interconnections over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is
often utilized to repair problems and also making sure that all the links have been made which
every little thing exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a type of schematic which uses abstract pictorial
symbols to reveal all the interconnections of components in a system. Circuitry diagrams are
made up of two things: icons that represent the components in the circuit, and also lines that
represent the links in between them. Wiring representations generally shows the physical
position of parts and links in the built circuit, however not necessarily in reasoning order. It
stresses on the design of the cables. Schematics highlight on how circuits work rationally. To
review a wiring diagram, first you need to know just what essential components are consisted
of in a wiring diagram, as well as which pictorial icons are utilized to represent them. The
common aspects in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, cord as well as connection,
output devices, buttons, resistors, reasoning gateway, lights, etc. A line stands for a cable.
Cables are used to connect the elements together. There must be a tale on the wiring diagram to
inform you just what each shade means. A series circuit is a circuit in which components are
linked along a single course, so the current flows with one component to obtain to the next one.
In a series circuit, voltages include up for all components linked in the circuit, and currents are
the very same through all elements. A great wiring diagram has to be practically proper and
clear to check out. Look after every information. The layout should show the correct
instructions of the positive and unfavorable terminals of each part. Use the best signs. Find out
the significances of the standard circuit icons as well as select the right ones to make use of.
Attract attaching cords as straight lines. Use a dot to suggest line joint, or use line jumps to
indicate cross lines that are not linked. Label components such as resistors and capacitors with
their worths. Make sure the message positioning looks clean. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection
of fluorescent emergency ballast wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional
photographic representation of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the power and also signal connections between the tools. A wiring
diagram typically gives information regarding the relative placement as well as plan of gadgets
as well as terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial
diagram would reveal a lot more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to emphasize interconnections over physical
appearance. A wiring diagram is typically made use of to repair troubles and also to make
certain that all the links have been made which everything is existing. Variety of fluorescent
emergency ballast wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a simple aesthetic depiction of the
physical connections and physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It shows how the
electrical cables are adjoined and also can additionally reveal where components and also
components might be connected to the system. Use circuitry diagrams to assist in structure or
making the circuit or digital device. They are also beneficial for making repair work. Do It
Yourself lovers use circuitry layouts however they are likewise usual in residence building and
also automobile fixing. For instance, a house builder will wish to verify the physical location of
electric outlets as well as lighting fixtures using a wiring diagram to stay clear of expensive
blunders and also developing code infractions. A schematic shows the strategy as well as
function for an electric circuit, yet is not concerned with the physical layout of the cables.
Electrical wiring representations demonstrate how the cables are linked as well as where they
ought to situated in the real tool, as well as the physical links in between all the elements.
Unlike a photographic diagram, a wiring diagram uses abstract or simplified shapes and also
lines to show components. Pictorial layouts are typically photos with labels or highly-detailed
illustrations of the physical components. If a line touching an additional line has a black dot, it
suggests the lines are linked. The majority of symbols used on a wiring diagram appear like
abstract variations of the real things they stand for. A switch will certainly be a break in the line
with a line at an angle to the wire, a lot like a light switch you could turn on as well as off. A
resistor will be represented with a series of squiggles representing the constraint of current
flow. An antenna is a straight line with 3 little lines branching off at its end, just like an actual
antenna. First start by of course turning off the power and disconnecting the black and white
wires from your in coming power feed to the old fixture you could reinstall wire nuts on black

and white power feed wires as to be able to turn power back on to the rest of the lights on that
circuit or leave it off if your the forget full type and might not remember its on when you go to
Install the new ballast. As with all projects, I like to start by snapping a few pictures of how the
old fixture was laid out before starting to disassemble. Not real important in this project since
we will be rebuilding the fixture. In this step we will be completely disassembling all of this light
fixture down to leaving just the outer shell. Cut out the Red, Blue and yellow wires near each
ballast. Than remove the 10mm nuts 1 holding each ballast in place, Note: They will be a bit
heavy and if your on a ladder take care to slip off or drop one. Each side of the fixture has 4
Blub plugs AKA "tombstone connectors" 8 in total. Remove side metal bar by prying the slotted
tab holding the bracket in place on both sides. You should see the remainder of the red, blue,
yellow and maybe even a black linking wire running in and out of the connectors. Now that you
have all the guts removed from the old fixture we can start to work on removing the old wire
ends and resetting the old tombstones to be re-used with the new T8 electronic ballast. I found
that two of the old tombstone connectors were cracked so I will show how I replaced them also.
Start here by removing each tombstone from slots on the metal bar. Pay close attention to what
groves of the tombstone are in the slots on the bar. Here is where snaping a pic will help
reinstall later. Once removed from the bar, you can pry the staple from the back on the
tombstone. I used a small flat head screwdriver, wigle and pryed each corner. Try not to ruin or
mangle the staple you will be reusing it. This should free up the carboard backing to be
removed and reveal the contact tabs inside. To remove any old wire ends still in the tombstone
simply poke a ale or small phillps screwdriver in next to the wire and the wire should drop out
the front. After removing any misc wire be sure to remove each brass contact tab and lightly
bend the wire contact tab end up and reinstall them back into the tombstone you will know this
is done right when the contact tabs stay in the tombstone on their own and wil not be lose. Than
lay the carboard backing back on the tombstone and reinstall the staple holding it in place. This
may require alittle reshaping the staple. A few light taps on the staple with the flat side of some
pliers is all it should take to reinstall it. All done with only 7 more to go. As I had mentioned , I
found that two of the original tombstone had cracks in them and some missing pieces. I thought
in best to replace them with new ones. You can get them at most home stores in the lighting
section. Please Note: The new tombstones are taller than the old ones I'm replacing so I
resolved this by installing them at opposite ends of the same bulb. I know that I could have got
mini new replacement tombstones that would not have been so tall however, height clearance
was not a problem in this fixture, could be in yours so this is something be aware of. These new
connectors also have a little different wire push connection. Once your done with rebuilding the
old tombstones you can reinstall them in the metal holding bar for both sides. Before wiring to
the ballast all of the 8 tombstones get a jumper wire to connect one side to the other so you
could do that a head of time or as you go. As you can see in the diagram one of each red wire
goes to its own tombstone on one side. Same with each of the blue wires to its own connector.
Now on the other side you will wire one of the yellow wires to a tombstone and than run a little
wire connecting that tombstone to the next one. Perform the same procedure for the blue wire
tombstones. You can see what the jumper wires look like along with what my finished rewired
ballast looked like. Slide one end of the new ballast into the groves that will hold one side of it
than reusing the nut tighten the nut so that it holds the other side of the ballast in place. Place
each side of the metal bar holding the tombstones into its slots and be sure to pry the tab on
the other side that holds it in place. Question 1 year ago on Introduction. By altered14 Reagle
Design Follow. More by the author:. About: I have been a full time bicycle mechanic for the past
15 years. I also do some graphic and web design. Replacing two T12 fluorescent light fixture
magnetic ballasts with one t8 electronic ballast. Here we will be wiring the new ballast to the old
and some new tombstones. Follow the wiring diagram that came with your new ballast. My
diagram has two red, two blue and two yellow. Lastly, once you new ballast wired up you can
reinstall it into you fixture. Start by turning the feed power off again. Once all parts are in you
can connected the power feed wires to the new ballast. Install the ballast cover in the reverse of
how you removed it. Very Important be sure to replace all blubs with new T8 style blubs. Close it
up and your all done!!! Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Tinfoil Embossed
Artwork by cfb70 in Woodworking. JamesE32 Question 1 year ago on Introduction. Answer
Upvote. Fluorescent Ballast Wiring Diagram â€” 8 foot fluorescent ballast wiring diagram,
advance fluorescent ballast wiring diagram, compact fluorescent ballast wiring diagram, Every
electric arrangement is composed of various diverse pieces. Each component ought to be
placed and connected with different parts in particular manner. In order to be certain that the
electrical circuit is built properly, Fluorescent Ballast Wiring Diagram is required. How can this
diagram aid with circuit construction? The diagram offers visual representation of a electric
structure. On the other hand, this diagram is a simplified variant of the structure. It makes the

process of assembling circuit easier. There are just two things that will be found in almost any
Fluorescent Ballast Wiring Diagram. The first element is symbol that indicate electrical
component from the circuit. A circuit is generally composed by various components. The other
thing that you will get a circuit diagram would be traces. Lines in the diagram show exactly how
each component connects to a another. The rankings of circuit elements are relative, not
accurate. The order is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only shows where
to place component in a place relative to other elements inside the circuit. Although it is
exemplary, diagram is a good basis for everyone to construct their own circuit. One thing you
have to learn before studying a circuit diagram is the symbols. The most common components
are capacitor, resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are other elements such as ground,
switch, motor, and inductor. As stated previous, the lines in a Fluorescent Ballast Wiring
Diagram signifies wires. Occasionally, the wires will cross. But, it does not mean link between
the wires. Injunction of 2 wires is generally indicated by black dot in the intersection of 2 lines.
There will be primary lines which are represented by L1, L2, L3, etc. Colours can also be utilised
to differentiate wires. Usually, there are two chief types of circuit connections. The first one is
known as series link. Due to the electric current in each and every part is similar while voltage
of the circuit is total of voltage in each component. Parallel relationship is more complicated
compared to show one. Unlike in string connection, the voltage of each element is similar. It is
because the component is directly linked to power resource. This circuit contains branches that
are passed by different electrical current amounts. The current joins together when the
branches meet. There are numerous things that an engineer should focus on if drawing wirings
diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the diagram ought to be precise. It should represent
the specific component necessary to construct an intended circuit. It is also highly advised that
engineer draws favorable supply and damaging source symbols for better interpretation.
Meanwhile, the negative source emblem is put under it. The current flows in the left side to
right. Along with that, diagram drawer is advised to restrict the number of line crossing. The line
and element placement ought to be designed to lessen it. Since you can begin drawing and
translating Fluorescent Ballast Wiring Diagram may be complicated undertaking on itself. The
information and ideas that have been elaborated above should be a wonderful kick start,
though. Fluorescent Ballast Wiring Diagram. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring
diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and
linked to other parts in particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and
linked to other parts in particular way. If not, the arrangement will notâ€¦. Riding Lawn Mower
Ignition Switch Wiring Diagram â€” craftsman riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram,
murray riding lawn mower ignition switch wiring diagram, riding lawn mower ignition switch
wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various distinct pieces. Each component
ought toâ€¦. Gallery of Fluorescent Ballast Wiring Diagram. Related Post to Fluorescent Ballast
Wiring Diagram Pool Pump Wiring Diagram Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring
diagram, century pool pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every
electrical arrangement consists of various different parts. Evinrude Power Pack Wiring Diagram.
JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Deliveries to EU and Ireland incl. NI are
suspended until further notice. We Are Open as Normal with plenty of stock! You can return
items to us within 30 days of receiving your order providing the goods are unused. A
fluorescent tube uses electricity to make mercury gas emit ultraviolet UV light. When that UV
light which is invisible to the naked eye interacts with the coating of phosphor powder inside
the tube, it glows and produces the light we see and use in our homes. But whenever we use
electricity we must control it, otherwise we risk destroying the device and even putting
ourselves in danger. The process that occurs inside a fluorescent light involves molecules of
mercury gas being heated by electricity and made more conductive. Without a ballast to control
this, there would be too much current for the light to take, and it would burn out and possibly
even catch fire. Fluorescent lights use either an electronic or a magnetic ballast. These rely on
the principles of electromagnetism, in that when an electrical current travels through a wire, it
naturally generates a magnetic force around itself. A magnetic ballast also called a choke
contains a coil of copper wire. The magnetic field produced by the wire traps most of the
current so only the right amount gets through to the fluorescent light. That amount can
fluctuate depending on the thickness and length of the copper wire. This small cylinder-shaped
component sits behind the light fixture and is filled with gas which, when heated, enables the
light to start. This is called the pre-heat method. As it can take several seconds for this process
to complete, you may see a delay between the moment you flick the switch and when the
fluorescent light begins to glow. Used in older T12 and some T8 tubes, this method functions

without a starter. One advantage of the rapid-start method is that by providing a low,
continuous current rather than a strong surge, it prolongs the life of the fluorescent light.
However, it does use more energy. Using more sophisticated circuitry and components, ballasts
can control the current running through fluorescent lights with greater precision. Some older
electronic ballasts employ the rapid-start method described above, while newer and more
advanced models use what are known as instant-start and programmed-start. These ballasts
were developed so lights could be turned on and operated at their brightest at the first flick of
the switch. Rather than pre-heat the electrodes, the ballast uses a high-voltage boost around
volts to heat and light the filaments and then the mercury gas. Designed for areas in which the
lights are constantly switched on and off, these ballasts pre-heat the electrodes with controlled
amounts of current before applying a higher voltage to start the light. When magnetic ballasts
break, it is often blamed on the bulb. You can find out whether the issue is with the ballast,
starter or the lamp with our guide - Easy Fixes for Slow to Start, Flickering or Faulty Fluorescent
Tubes. In order to ensure that the issue is with the ballast, you will want to test it with a
multimeter. A multimeter is designed to measure electric current, voltage and resistance. They
are inexpensive and can be found at most electronics shop. These instructions are for guidance
purposes only â€” ensure you reference the manufacturers wiring diagrams. If you are missing
the instruction manual, most major manufacturers will have opies on their website. If the ballast
is not the problem, you may need to replace your fluorescent tube. You can find out how to do
this safely with the guide Replacing and Recycling Fluorescent Tubes Safely. Cheaper ballasts
are likely to need more rewiring than a fitting that has a branded ballast in it. The process for
swapping out magnetic ballasts for electronic ballasts is pretty simple and straightforward. This
is the direction the lighting industry is headed in, so why not swap them sooner rather than later
to optimise your space with better, quieter lighting? In newer lamps the process provided by a
starter is built in, making the function of a separate starter redundant. If the lamp fixture does
have a starter, it will be obvious. You should find a small grey cylinder plugged into the light
fitting. High frequency control gear is a modern single ballast that performs the functions of all
the different components in the standard switch start circuit. Lights which are operated with a
high frequency ballast do not flicker, but instead light up instantly due to the frequency being
much quicker. Switch start is the control gear that has been used by the industry for years.
They are general considered old technology and less manufacturers are creating them. Switch
start requires a wire wound magnet choke of ballast. Various parts can be replaced for switch
start, rather than the whole unit, which could been seen as an advantage. Click Here For Chat.
Delivery And Returns. Energy Saving Calculator. Returns Returns Information We understand
sometimes things go wrong and we aim to make returns as simple as possible. Over 11,
Positive Reviews Home The complete guide to ballasts for fluorescent lights. The complete
guide to ballasts for fluorescent lights. What is the ballast in a fluorescent light? Why are
ballasts needed? How does a fluorescent light ballast work? Signs that your magnetic ballast
has gone bad Testing a ballast with a multimeter Can I replace a ballast myself? Swapping
magnetic ballasts for electronic Does my fluorescent tube need a starter as well as a ballast?
Magnetic ballasts These rely on the principles of electromagnetism, in that when an electrical
current travels through a wire, it naturally generates a magnetic force around itself. Pre-heat
method The light switch is turned on. Inside both ends of the light are metal electrodes with
filaments attached. The current enters the filaments but at this point is too low to fire up the
light, though it is enough to heat the gas neon or argon inside the starter. The heated gas
causes components inside the starter to allow the full current into the filaments. This quickly
heats the mercury gas inside the light. This is what causes some old fluorescent lights to
flicker. Unlike pre-heatâ€”where the filaments receive current via the starter only to heat the
mercury gasâ€”with rapid start, the ballast keeps a small amount of current flowing
continuously through the filaments. This causes the mercury gas to become ionisedâ€”that is,
charged in a way that enables it to conduct electricity. But as the ballast continues to push
current through the filaments, the gas gets hotter and more charged and the light brightens as a
result. If your light comes on immediately but takes a few seconds to get fully bright, it has a
rapid-start ballast. Electronic ballasts Using more sophisticated circuitry and components,
ballasts can control the current running through fluorescent lights with greater precision.
Instant-start method These ballasts were developed so lights could be turned on and operated
at their brightest at the first flick of the switch. Programmed-start method Designed for areas in
which the lights are constantly switched on and off, these ballasts pre-heat the electrodes with
controlled amounts of current before applying a higher voltage to start the light. Signs that your
magnetic ballast has broken When magnetic ballasts break, it is often blamed on the bulb. Can I
replace a ballast myself? Swapping magnetic ballasts for electronic The process for swapping
out magnetic ballasts for electronic ballasts is pretty simple and straightforward. You will need:

Electronic ballast Wire cutters Wire nuts How to Turn off power to the fixture Open fixture and
remove the bulb and ballast casing Using the wire cutters, cut both power brown and neutral
blue wires coming into the fixture Cap the wires with wire nuts. Use the wire cutters to cut the
wires connected to the sockets. Remove the magnetic ballast Screw the electronic ballast into
the fixture, in the same place where the magnetic one was Use wire nuts to connect the socket
wires. Connect the power and neutral wires to the corresponding ballast wires Secure the wires
with wire nuts. Place the bulb and ballast casing back Switch power back on. Does my
fluorescent tube need a starter as well as a ballast? High frequency High frequency control gear
is a modern single ballast that performs the functions of all the different components in the
standard switch start circuit. Switch start Switch start is the control gear that has been used by
the industry for years. Stay Connected Join over 70, people who receive weekly lighting tips,
amazing offers and discounts. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:. All Rights Reserved. Company No.
GB InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers,
products, or services discussed at this website. This article series explains how to diagnose
and repair fluorescent lights in buildings. If the simple bulb or starter repairs we describe here
don't cure the flickering, switch off the bad-acting light fixture, leave it off, and ask for help from
a licensed electrician. In the photo I am showing the original data tag for this Fox Co.
Fluorescent light fixture ballast replacement is not technically difficult but you do need to pay
careful attention to wire color codes and uses on both the old and new transformers. Watch out
: You could be shocked or killed. Turn off electrical power before touching or attempting to
work on electrical lights or fixtures. Watch out : if you are not trained and comfortable with
proper electrical wiring and repair work, hire someone who is qualified. Making a mistake can
cause a building fire, shock, injury, or death. Watch out : after electrical power has been
removed from the light circuit you must also ground the ballast terminals before touching any
wire ends; a ballast can give a tremendous electrical shock. In concept replacing a fluorescent
lamp ballast or transformer is pretty simple; what can be intimidating is the plethora of wiring
diagrams on the new ballast, none of which matches exactly the wiring diagram on the original
unit. Ballast manufacturers like Phillips offer technical support, including a telephone number to
call for assistance. High voltage output from the transformer connects to the two clip terminals
on one end of the fluorescent light bulb. The other end of the fluorescent light bulb the two
terminals on the clips there connect to the neutral side of the ballast or transformer and through
it back to the circuit neutral. When we understand those rules we can make sense of otherwise
confusing differences among fluorescent lamp transformer wiring diagram differences between
the original year old transformer and the new replacement transformer. Watch out: before
dis-assembling or removing any lamp parts, label every wire and connection point - and take a
few photos too. That can save some embarrassment at re-assembly time. Printing or labels as
well as an examination of the wires and connections on all fluorescent light ballasts will provide
the following information:. Below is the old Robertson Transformer Co. Note the ballast
provides all of the information needed to replace it. The ballast may also tell you the bulb type
supported: this bathroom vanity light used W T8 type bulbs. The light fixture carried two watt
fluorescent bulbs, each supported by an individual ballast. However currently it's possible to
buy a single ballast that can support two watt bulbs - as another option. Watch out : if you are
not trained and comfortable in safe proper electrical wiring procedures do not try to replace the
transformer or ballast or other electrical light fixture internal parts yourself. A mistake could
result in a fire, or you could be shocked or killed. The original light fixture used two separate
Robertson Transformers, or ballasts, one for each watt lamp. The replacement ballast, from
Triad, was smaller, lighter, and maybe less durable? Watch out : take care to read the wiring
diagram on the original ballast and on the replacement ballast to make proper electrical
connections. Some replacement ballasts are designed to handle multiple situations, so you may
find that you do not need to use all of the wires on the new ballast. Be sure to use twist-on
connectors to cap off any un-used wire ends. Watch out : you'll notice that the line voltage hot black and neutral - white V wires on the original ballast connect to opposite ends of the ballast:
white at one end and black at the other. Pay close attention to the wiring diagrams and the wire
colors. Don't just assume that wires at a particular end of the new ballast have the same
functions as on the old ballast. In this case they do not. Notice also that the "green" wire in the
original transformer diagram is NOT a ground wire. Take careful note of the wiring diagram on
the new ballast as it will tell you which color coded wires make which connections in the light
fixture. The replacement ballast provides 5 wires: black, white, blue, blue equivalent and red. If
we're wiring two 30W lamps we'd use the second blue wire to take power to that lamp; the red
wire is used in common on both lamps. I wired the new ballast as shown in the diagram above,
following the wire color codes. The light worked perfectly. Or read more about fluorescent light
fixture ballasts or transformers at our recommended Continue Reading link immediately below.

On - by mod - match fluorescent bulb ballast to lamp size? Eric Thank you for a helpful question
that I'd put as: how closely do I need to match the ballast to bulb types on my fluorescent
lights? Ballasts are "tuned" to start fluorescent bulbs of a particular length. But having replaced
a sickening number of fluorescent lamps and ballasts and starters and finding that the exact
original replacement is often hard to find, I note that happily there are modern replacement
ballast products that very often are rated for a wider range of fluorescent bulbs than their
ancestors. So let's do this: take a close look at the label on your new ballast. If it indicates it's
intended for both F13s and F14s you're fine. If it's not, it may work OK but you may see poor
start-up performance. On a multi-use or multi-lamp-rated ballast you'll find boht a wiring
diagram and often extra wires that you might or might not need to use, dependingon the original
fluorescent lamps and fixture being repaired. Just use twist-on connectors to cap off any
un-used leads. Watch out : when you see a delay in turning on fluorescent lamps or bulbs, be
sure to check for: - old fluorescent bulbs that need to be replaced: this may be true even if you
don't see that characteristic black or "burned" area near the ends of the bulb - old, corroded, or
loose electrical connectors or connector-to-wire connections in the fluorescent light fixture
itself - a bad starter. I should have added that even if the ballast appears to work with the
"wrong" bulb, an effect may be a reduced bulb life. I recently had to replace a ballast on one of
my under cabinet lights in my kitchen. Is it okay to use the 2 F13T5 bulbs? The only difference I
see this far is when turning on the power source the bulbs take 1 sec to turn on whereas the
original turned on immediately. Please re-post the image if you can. On by mod - How to re-wire
to repairing a fluorescent light desk lamp - Convert to LED bulbs. Thanks for the photos, Scotty.
Beyond the cooked transformers for your desk lamp I see overheated wires all over the place.
It's possible that a wire shorted and that cooked the transformers. If you really want to salvage
this light my first choice would be to pull out all of the parts and wires, toss them, and re-wire
the lamp for LED bulbs - simpler, much less costly to run, draws far less current or uses less
watts per hour , even longer bulb life, no flickering, possibly brighter. When shopping for LED
bulbs for fluorescent lamps take care which sort you buy. Some are "plug-and-play" bulbs that
don't require any re-wiring but do require a traditional ballast be left in place. Since your lamp
parts are all cooked you don't want this option. When converting to LED, using the original bulb
sockets, you will see that each bulb socket will have two wires that are the same color. REmove
all 4 of the wires at the socket. On the converted lamp one pin on the socket on one end of the
bulb gets the line or "hot" wire and one pin on the socket for the other end of the bulb gets the
"neutral" wire. There will of course be more wiring details and drawings provided by the
LED-Fluorescent bulb replacement manufacturer. Watch out : if you're not trained on safe
electrical wiring get some help from a pro - you could else be shocked or killed or could start a
fire. Thank for getting back to me. It seems that the transformers 2 have completely fried, It was
working well just a couple days ago, UNTIL, one of the bulbs flashed then went out. I unplugged
the lamp and laid it aside, thinking I could replace the ballast this week, When I unscrewed the
base, see picts this is what I found,, both of the transformers are little crispy critters,. Any
further direction you could give me would be great, I want to restore this lamp to a working
condition, I live in the US and have a operating current of V the transformer ballast? On by mod
- Typically a fluorescent desk lamp is about a watt device, depending on your country, operating
at VAC or VAC. Scotty Thanks for an interesting question. Typically a fluorescent desk lamp is
about a watt device, depending on your country, operating at VAC or VAC. Because the ballast
needs to fit into the lamp, probably in the lamp base, it would make the most sense to flip the
lamp over, open the base, and photograph the present ballast - then from the ballast label or
imprint or stamping we can see its exact specifications, wiring diagram, and we can also see its
dimensions. Otherwise you could buy a generic ballast but it may not fit into the lamp.
Incidentally you might consider converting the lamp from fluorescent to LED - probably more
expensive than replacing the ballast but that's an option. The number of fluorescent bulbs you
need - if you elect that repair approach for your desk lamp, depends on the ballast selected.
Some ballasts can power two or even four bulbs. The number of bulbs supported by a
fluorescent lamp ballast are given on a label or imprint right on the ballast as well as in the
installation instructions. On by scottygm - a flexo florescent desk lamp from the '50s and need
to replace the transformers, 2 , What kind. I have a flexo florescent desk lamp from the '50s and
need to replace the transformers, 2 , What kind do I need? On by Bob electronic ballast for three
30w or 40w rapid start lamps. That is if each light fixture has its own ballast you can change one
ballast serving one light fixture without affecting the others. We have 4 T8 fixtures that are
connected together in our kitchen. One of the fixtures burned out and needs to be replaced. Is it
safe to put in a newer electronic ballast fluorescent fixture in with 3 older magnetic ballast
fixtures. They are all wired together and operate from one wall switch. Try the search box just
below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will

respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment
contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your
posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask
us! Search the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Tel: Email: info
carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home inspection education and
report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to help building owners
operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets are included at the
back of the volume. I purchased a GE proline ballast replacement for a two lamp flourescent
fixture, 48" each lamp. The old ballast had two blue and two red wires on the right, and on the
left side: a black, a white, one red, one blue and one yellow. The black connects to a red power
wire in the ceiling, the white to the whtie neutral, and the single red, blue and yellow wires all
connected to matching wires on the fixture to the left. The two blues and reds on the right
connected to matching fixture wires on the right. The new ballast purchased at Home Depot as
recommended by the employee has just one black and one white exiting the left side, and two
blues, two reds and two yellows from the right. I suspect the wiring is not as simple as
described. So, how to wire the new ballast to my fixture so it works? Thanks in advance for any
help on how to wire correctly. Notice how both the red and blue wires go to one lamp. Pin 2 of
lamp 1 and pin 2 of lamp 2 go to the other yellow wire. Is this how you have it wired? A couple
of distinctions with what I am dealing with :. I have indeed connected the two blue on the right
side of the ballast with the two blue on the right side of the lamp as well as the two red with the
two red. The two yellow I had originally connected to the single yellow on the left. But then,
what to do with the extra red and blue of that same left-hand trio? I initially bundled the extra
left-hand red with the four red on the right-hand side, and the same with the extra blue, but this
did not work. Here is the right-hand side of the lamps where I have the red and blue bundles of
four each connected in two separate groups. In this picture, the two yellow are NOT connected
to the single yellow on the left hand side:. And on the more inclusive photo, you can see how
the wiring reflects what I have on the actual fixture:. I was able to get the light to wo
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rk, but then it went out on its own. I think the ballast is fine, but there is no ground, which is
why I believe the light went out. Suggestions on grounding the lamp to a juncture box that has
no ground wire? Sign In to join the community Help. How to wire a replacement ballast with
different wiring? Not what you were looking for? Try posting a question. Like 0 Comment 7 Stay
updated Report. Can you give the model number of the ballast you purchased? Best Answer.
Like 0 Report. Here's a larger view of the wiring diagram. Other thoughts: Bad ballast Improper
grounding. You didn't say anything about a ground wire coming of the ballast yet the diagram
indicates there is one. Is the fixture grounded? Play around with the lamps. Switch them.
Thanks for this. A couple of distinctions with what I am dealing with : 1 there is no green wire
coming out of the left of the ballast: just one black and one white. Still no luck. Can you post a
picture of the wiring diagram from the original ballast?

